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"A shot of Fleetwood Mac, a shot of Blondie,  mix in a small Gin Blossoms....sit back  enjoy"....... Visit our

web site lay in for the Limited Edition covers of "All Roads Lead...." each with bonus traces These can

only be purchased from our site. 5 MP3 Songs POP: Today's Top 40, Rock Modern Rock All Roads

Lead.... Songs Details: .....Chanz has played in garage bands thru out Jr. High  High School, learning

guitar from Paula's older brother in 10th grade. He wrote his first performed song at age fourteen  has

been writing ever since. Growing up on everything from sappy Top 40 to Classic Rock, from Motown to

R&B to the Psychedelic. Chanz made a good living playing in several successful cover bands in

Pennsylvania  Michigan, before deciding to play the songs he was creating his own way. .....Paula, who

has been singing since grade school, along with Chanz discovered a few years back that Paula's smooth

voice complimented the style of music that Chanz was creating. "It's our spin on what we love  embrace

in music. We blend that small twist of rock  pop, add some latin flair, along with a few other influences.

Roll them up, shake them out. Put them in a tall glass with some cool instrumentation, but not so much it

waters down the drink,  you have TAM style of music". .....Gus D. radio personality- Chanz's lyrics have

depth and reason which is lacking in most writers, and melodies that will capture your interest and make

you want for more. Paula, who's voice has been compared to that of Stevie Nicks and Cher, but don't let

that fool you, resonates a vocal ability all her own on songs like "Just Walk Away" ,the groups first single,

and "Till You". ...This husband and wife group can really entertain. Unlike most bands who distance

themselves, TAM embraces the chance to interact with their audience and instantly makes them their

fans. .....Stacy Smith Segovia, Leaf-Chronicle: on stage the chemistry between the two proves exciting to

watch. They shine first on their originals  also their well chosen cover songs. ...They have played the

Kenny Roger's telethon. Opened for Norman Nardinie  the Tigers, Donny Iris, Atlanta Rhythm Section,
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Johnny Lee, Pat DiNizio, Backseat Van Gogh,  to many local up and coming acts to mention. They are

currently playing locally as well as traveling to spread their music to the masses  winning a larger fan

base. .....It's been awhile since a husband  wife duo has made a mark on the music scene, and it's been a

long time coming, but I think we have found the duo that will bridge that gap in The American Mood
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